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Purpose: Anterior vertebral body tethering (VBT) is a non-fusion, minimally invasive,
growth-modulating procedure with some early positive clinical outcomes reported in pedia
tric patients with idiopathic scoliosis (IS). VBT offers potential health-related quality of life
(HRQoL) benefits over spinal fusion in allowing patients to retain a greater range of motion
after surgery. We conducted an early cost-utility analysis (CUA) to compare VBT with fusion
as a first-choice surgical treatment for skeletally immature patients (age >10 years) with
moderate to severe IS, who have failed nonoperative management, from a US integrated
healthcare delivery system perspective.
Patients and Methods: The CUA uses a Markov state transition model, capturing a 15year period following index surgery. Transition probabilities, including revision risk and
subsequent fusion, were based on published surgical outcomes and an ongoing VBT obser
vational study (NCT02897453). Patients were assigned utilities derived from published
patient-reported outcomes (PROs; SRS-22r mapped to EQ-5D) following fusion and the
above VBT study. Index and revision procedure costs were included. Probabilistic (PSA) and
deterministic sensitivity analyses (DSA) were performed.
Results: VBT was associated with higher costs but also higher quality-adjusted life years
(QALYs) than fusion (incremental costs: $45,546; QALYs gained: 0.54). The subsequent
incremental cost-effectiveness ratio for VBT vs fusion was $84,391/QALY gained. Mean
PSA results were similar to the base case, indicating that results were generally robust to
uncertainty. The DSA indicated that results were most sensitive to variations in utility values.
Conclusion: This is the first CUA comparing VBT with fusion in pediatric patients with IS
and suggests that VBT may be a cost-effective alternative to fusion in the US, given
recommended willingness-to-pay thresholds ($100,000–$150,000). The results rely on
HRQoL benefits for VBT compared with fusion. For improved model accuracy, further
analyses with longer-term PROs for VBT, and comparative effectiveness studies, would be
needed.
Keywords: idiopathic scoliosis, cost-effective analysis, spinal fusion, vertebral body
tethering, pediatric
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Idiopathic scoliosis (IS) is the most common form of structural spine deformity in
pediatric patients, with reported prevalence estimates ranging between 0.47–5.2% of
children.1–3 Pediatric patients with IS present with chest deformities and shoulder or
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waist asymmetry and may experience pain.4–6 Curves with
Cobb angles of greater than 50° at skeletal maturity result in
lasting deformity, impaired pulmonary function and reduced
health-related quality of life (HRQoL) if left untreated.7,8
Despite this, there are limited definitive treatment options
available for patients who are skeletally immature other
than bracing or spinal fusion.9
When bracing has failed, or if the spinal curve is
rapidly progressing, surgical treatment is usually recom
mended for Cobb angles greater than 45–50° to prevent
subsequent progression.7,10,11 The goal of surgical inter
vention is to correct the deformity and stabilize the spinal
curve to prevent further curve progression; with spinal

fusion, this is typically achieved with posterior instru
mentation with rods anchored to the spine with pedicle
screws (Figure 1A).5,12 Spinal fusion results in decreased
spinal mobility and range of motion over the instrumen
ted levels, with loss of motion increasing with each
additional lower instrumented vertebra in pediatric
patients with IS.13–16 There is a need for an intervention
that can correct spinal curvature deformities in pediatric
patients aged >10 years, while allowing for continued
growth and preserved range of motion. Several growthfriendly devices are available, such as the growth gui
dance system (GGS), magnetically controlled growing
rods (MCGR) and traditional growing rods (TGR).

Figure 1 Examples of pediatric patients with idiopathic scoliosis before and 2-years after surgical intervention with (A) spinal fusion or (B) VBT. (A) 15-year-old patient with
55° right thoracic curve treated with spinal fusion at 2 years postoperative follow-up. (B) 15-year-old patient with 55° right thoracic curve treated with anterior vertebral
body tethering at 2 years postoperative follow-up.
Abbreviation: VBT, anterior vertebral body tethering.
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However, the use of these technologies in recent studies
has been limited to younger patient populations,17–31
with current indications in the US limited to patients
with early-onset scoliosis (<10 years of age),32,33 and
while these technologies allow fusion to be delayed
until skeletal maturity is reached, a final fusion procedure
is still required.
Anterior vertebral body tethering (VBT) is a nonfusion, minimally invasive growth-modulating procedure
that can provide treatment without the need for fusion
(Figure 1B); early reports of the clinical efficacy and
safety of VBT indicate some positive outcomes for
skeletally immature patients aged >10 years with
IS.34–38 Spinal tethering offers an alternative treatment
to spinal fusion for pediatric patients aged >10 years
with IS where significant continued growth is expected.
Compared with spinal fusion, VBT may minimize the
impact on growth while offering improved range of
motion and faster return to normal activities.14 Of
note, the mechanism of action of VBT relies on contin
ued spinal growth, thus, current indications are limited
to skeletally immature patients.34,39
While costs associated with spinal fusion as a treatment
for pediatric patients with IS have been reported in the
literature, few cost-effectiveness analyses investigating
spinal fusion in IS have been performed.40–43
Additionally, to the best of our knowledge, there are no
previous costing or cost-effectiveness analyses investigat
ing VBT for the treatment of IS. VBT is associated with
higher device costs compared with spinal fusion.44–47
However, given that VBT may provide benefits in terms
of improved range of motion and faster return to normal
activities, which may lead to gains in HRQoL for patients
who receive VBT as compared with spinal fusion, there is
a need for studies investigating the cost-effectiveness of
these two procedures.
The objective of this research was to perform a costutility analysis (CUA) of spinal tethering as compared
with spinal fusion to estimate the incremental differences
in costs and utilities in terms of quality-adjusted life-years
(QALYs) associated with treating pediatric patients with
IS. Our hypothesis is that, over time, utility gains asso
ciated with spinal tethering as compared with spinal fusion
would sufficiently offset the initial higher cost of the
procedure to consider the technology a cost-effective use
of healthcare resources from the perspective of an inte
grated US health care delivery system.
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Patients and Methods
The Consolidated Health Economics Evaluation Reporting
Standards (CHEERS) statement was followed for report
ing the findings of this analysis.48

Decision Problem
The aim of the analysis was to investigate whether VBT is
cost-effective as a first-choice surgical treatment option for
pediatric patients with moderate to severe IS who have
failed nonoperative management, from a US perspective.
To address this decision problem, a CUA was undertaken
to compare VBT to spinal fusion from the perspective of
the US integrated healthcare delivery system (IDS).
A CUA is appropriate since differences in both costs and
HRQoL may be expected between VBT and spinal fusion.
A willingness-to-pay threshold (WTP) of $100,000 was
chosen, corresponding to the lower end of the range
($100,000–$150,000) used by the Institute for Clinical and
Economic Review in presenting health-benefit price bench
marks, and in line with WHO-CHOICE guidelines (advocat
ing for thresholds of 2–3 times the gross domestic product per
capita).49,50

Population
The patient population chosen for the CUA are those
represented by the current FDA indications for VBT
which include skeletally immature patients (age >10
years), with Sanders stage ≤5, moderate to severe IS,
and who have failed nonoperative management. This is
in line with the eligibility criteria for the single-center,
non-randomized clinical study that supported FDA
approval of a first-generation VBT device (The
Tether™, Zimmer Biomet, Westminster, Colorado)
under an Investigational Device Exemption (IDE) appli
cation (NCT02897453).39 These eligibility criteria
included Cobb angles of 30–65°, which is reflected in
the current US FDA indications. However, in our clinical
practice surgery is typically offered for patients with
Cobb angles greater than 40°. In NCT02897453, 56%
of patients had a Cobb angle >40° and 84% had a Cobb
angle >35°; the mean preoperative Cobb angle was 40°.
Approval was obtained for NCT02897453 from the
Western Institutional Review Board, and all patients pro
vided written consent prior to study enrollment. The study
was conducted according to the principles of good clinical
practices as defined under the US FDA regulations and the
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International Conference on Harmonisation Guidance for
Good Clinical Practice.
In our clinical experience, there are more spinal levels
instrumented in spinal fusion surgery than VBT. With the
lack of published comparative data, we conservatively
assumed that patients would require operation over
a mean of 7.625 vertebral levels, whether they received
spinal fusion or VBT procedure. This was based on the
number of instrumented levels reported for patients across
the ongoing VBT observational study (NCT02897453),
and another independent study in which patients received
VBT.35,39

Comparator(s)
Spinal fusion was chosen as the relevant comparator for
the CUA as it represents the current standard of care in our
clinical practice in the US for pediatric patients aged >10
years with moderate to severe IS who have failed nono
perative management.

Model Structure
A Markov cohort state transition model with a quarterly
cycle length was used to perform the CUA. The model
was developed in Microsoft Excel version 1908.
A Markov model was considered to be an appropriate
and transparent choice of structure, given the potential
for patients to experience, and recover from, multiple
revision events.
A 15-year time horizon was chosen for the base case of
the analysis, beginning with the index procedures. A longterm time horizon (lifetime) was not considered appropri
ate due to the immaturity of utility data available for the
analysis; extensive extrapolation over such a time horizon
would be associated with considerable uncertainty.
However, differences in HRQoL outcomes for patients
treated with VBT and spinal fusion (eg due to improved
range of motion), if present upon reaching skeletal matur
ity, are anticipated to persist into the long term. Therefore,
it was important to choose a time horizon of sufficient
length to capture plausible mid- to long-term differences in
HRQoL outcomes. Additional time horizons (5, 10, and 20
years) were explored in scenario analyses.
Patients entered the model in the spinal fusion or VBT
index procedure health states, in which they incurred index
procedure costs and were assigned preoperative utility.
Patients could then transition to the postoperative health
states, where no further costs were incurred, and patients
were assigned mean postoperative utilities for the
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corresponding index procedure. Most patients remained
in this state for the remainder of the time horizon.
However, patients were modeled to be at risk of requiring
revision procedures throughout the model time horizon
and could transition to revision health states from any
other health state, with the exception of a final absorbing
health state where patients were not eligible for additional
fusion revision procedures (“Ineligible (Fusion)” health
state). In the revision health states, patients incurred revi
sion procedure costs and were assigned preoperative uti
lity. Patients in the VBT group were also modeled to be at
risk of requiring a subsequent spinal fusion procedure.
Patients who received two spinal fusion revisions could
transition to the absorbing “Ineligible (Fusion)” health
state, to reflect the fact that clinicians would be unlikely
to recommend more than two spinal fusion revisions in
practice, even if some patients were not deriving utility
benefit from their fusion procedure relative to preoperative
HRQoL. This assumption thus avoids overestimating the
costs of spinal fusion revisions in the long term. No such
cap was placed on the number of VBT revisions that
patients may receive, given that patients could “escape”
to the spinal fusion health states. No death state was
included in the model given that patients were young,
and the procedures are not associated with a significant
risk of death.43,51 Also, there is unlikely to be a difference
in mortality between the procedures.52
Diagrams of the model structure for patients in the
VBT and spinal fusion treatment groups are provided in
Figure 2. Follow-up and monitoring costs were not
included based on the assumption that resource use
would be similar across the VBT and spinal fusion treat
ment groups. Costs and disutilities associated with com
plications of the procedures (outside of those that
necessitate revisions) were not included in the analysis,
given that it was assumed that resource-use relating to the
management of complications would be similar across the
VBT and spinal fusion treatment groups, and the HRQoL
impact of complications was already captured in the mean
postoperative utilities. Costs were presented in 2020 US
dollars, and costs and benefits were discounted at a rate of
3% per year, as per the Institute for Clinical and Economic
Review’s 2020–2023 Value Assessment Framework.49

Model Inputs
Model inputs were derived, where possible, from the most
relevant values identified in the published literature. Three
categories of inputs were estimated: transition probabilities,
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Figure 2 Structure diagram. (A) VBT treatment group (B) fusion treatment group. The fusion treatment arm structure is same across both groups (dark grey boxes).
Abbreviation: VBT, anterior vertebral body tethering.

health state utility weightings, and cost and resource use
inputs. Model input values can be found in Table 1 (see also
Supplementary Tables 1–4).

Transition Probabilities
To derive VBT revision rates, revision event data were
pooled from the 88 patients included across NCT02897453
and Hoernschemeyer et al35,39 Calculations used to derive
these rates are presented in Supplementary Table 1
A constant rate of VBT revision was assumed, allowing
for the calculation of quarterly revision rates.
To derive spinal fusion revision rates, data were used
from Ahmed et al, a large prospective study of fusion
outcomes.40 Ahmed et al reported actuarial fusion survival
at time points of 3 months, and 1, 2, 5, and 10 years after
index surgery, where any spine re-operation was defined
as a terminal event. The population of the study consisted
of 1435 pediatric and young adult patients, with an aver
age age of 15 years at surgery, who had spinal fusion to
treat IS.40 Cobb angle and Sanders stage were not reported
for this population. Calculations used to derive the spinal
fusion revision rates are presented in Supplementary Table
2. The rate of spinal fusion revision by the 3-month time
point was used to inform quarterly revision probabilities in
the model for patients who had an index or revision
procedure in the previous quarter. A constant rate of spinal
fusion revision was assumed for 3 months to 10 years
postoperatively and was used to inform quarterly revision
probabilities in the model for patients who had not had an
index or revision procedure in the previous quarter.
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For both the VBT and spinal fusion revision probabilities,
it was necessary to extrapolate revision probabilities, by
assuming that they could be applied, without adjustment,
across the full 15-year model time horizon. As specified,
Ahmed et al had a maximum follow-up of 10 years, whereas
NCT02897453 had a mean follow-up of 4.8 years (range: 2–7
years), and Hoernschemeyer et al 3.2 years (range: 2.2–5.2
years).35,39 Since re-revision rates were not identified in the
literature, it was assumed that the rate of VBT or spinal fusion
revision was independent of the number of prior revisions.
Transition probabilities from VBT health states to the
spinal fusion index procedure health state were calculated
using the rate at which patients with VBT underwent
subsequent fusion in the pooled population of
NCT02897453 and Hoernschemeyer et al.35,39 Based on
our clinical experience, we assumed that patients could not
have a spinal fusion index procedure within one-quarter of
a VBT index procedure. Separate probabilities were calcu
lated for patients who had just had an operation (eg revi
sion VBT procedure in the previous quarter), and those
who had not, based on follow-up for patients with and
without prior VBT revisions in the pooled population of
NCT02897453
and
Hoernschemeyer
et
al,
respectively.35,39 Due to a lack of data on HRQoL and
revision rates experienced by patients that received spinal
fusion following VBT, these patients were modeled iden
tically to patients in the spinal fusion treatment group.

Heath State Utility Weighting
Three utility weightings were applied to health states in
the model; preoperative utility, a mean postoperative
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Table 1 Model Parameter Estimates
Parameter

Estimate

Source

Quarterly probability of VBT revision

0.77%a (equivalent to a cumulative 2-year
revision probability of 6.02%)

NCT02897453, Hoernschemeyer
et al35,39

Quarterly probability of spinal fusion revision (patients
with spinal fusion index or revision procedure in

0.22%b, 1.69%b (equivalent to a 2-year
cumulative revision probability of 3.2%)

Ahmed et al40

Quarterly probability of requiring spinal fusion index

1.18%a, 0.19%a (equivalent to a 2-year

NCT02897453, Hoernschemeyer

procedure for patients in the VBT treatment group

cumulative probability of spinal fusion

et al35,39

(with VBT revision in previous quarter), Quarterly
probability of requiring spinal fusion index procedure

following VBT index procedure of 2.5%)

previous quarter), Quarterly probability of spinal fusion
revision (patients without spinal fusion index or
revision procedure in previous quarter)

for patients in the VBT treatment group (without VBT
revision in previous quarter)
Preoperative utilities (VBT and spinal fusion)

0.783

Aghdasi et al 2020, using SRS-22r to EQ-5D
mapping algorithm from Wong et al43,51

Postoperative VBT utility

0.925

NCT02897453, using SRS-22r to EQ-5D
mapping algorithm from Wong et al39,51

Postoperative spinal fusion utility

0.875

Aghdasi et al 2020, using SRS-22r to EQ-5D
mapping algorithm from Wong et al43,51

Index VBT cost

$79,231c

See Supplementary Table 3 VBT index
procedure cost calculations

Index spinal fusion, fusion revision cost (assumed equal

$45,816d

Non-device costs, all procedures

See Supplementary Table 1 fusion index
procedure cost calculations

in base case)
$28,616e

See Supplementary Table 3 VBT index
procedure cost calculations

Fusion device costs

$17,200

An independent survey of spinal
surgeons in the US; value also aligns with
existing fusion costing studies44–47

Index VBT device costs

$50,615c

See Supplementary Table 3 VBT index
procedure cost calculations

VBT revision device costs

$8,804f

See Supplementary Table 3 VBT index
procedure cost calculations

Notes: aSee Supplementary Table 4. bSee Supplementary Table 2. cSee Supplementary Table 3. dSee Supplementary Table 1. eCalculated by subtracting spinal fusion device
costs from index spinal fusion procedure costs, non-device costs assumed same for all procedures. fCalculated assuming requirement of 1 cord in 50% of revisions, and 2
anchors in 50% of revisions.
Abbreviations: EQ-5D, EuroQol 5-Dimension; SRS-22r, Scoliosis Research Society Outcomes 22-Item Questionnaire; VBT, anterior vertebral body tethering.

utility following VBT and a mean postoperative utility
following spinal fusion. Data from NCT02897453 were
used to derive the mean postoperative VBT utility, and
data from Aghdasi et al to derive the mean postoperative
spinal fusion and preoperative utilities.39,43 This was
a large meta-analysis that reported preference-based out
comes for 1494 pediatric and young adult patients that
underwent spinal fusion for the treatment of IS, with
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a mean age of 14.6 years.43 Cobb angle and Sanders
stage was not reported for this population.
Scoliosis Research Society Outcomes Questionnaire
(SRS-22r) scores were reported for both the NCT02897453
and Aghdasi et al cohorts.39,43 For VBT, scores from the
NCT02897453 cohort were reported over a range of time
points, from 27–89 months after index surgery.39 For spinal
fusion, Aghdasi et al reported three sets of mean scores from
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their cohort, the first at 24 months prior to index surgery,
the second at 24 months after index surgery, and the third
over the range >60 months after index surgery.43
An algorithm from Wong et al was used to convert these
scores to EuroQol 5-Dimension (EQ-5D) index scores.51
“Model 2” from this publication was chosen based on
available data and goodness-of-fit statistics. In the base
case of the model, the algorithm was applied to the mean
SRS-22r outcome scores calculated from all reports in the
NCT02897453 cohort to generate postoperative VBT
utility.39 To generate the postoperative spinal fusion utility,
the algorithm was applied to a weighted average (based on
number of reports) of the mean SRS-22r outcome scores
from Aghdasi et al 24 months after index surgery and >60
months after index surgery.43 Given that patients eligible for
VBT would otherwise receive spinal fusion in clinical prac
tice and that preoperative utility data were not available
from NCT02897453, we assumed that preoperative utility
for patients eligible for spinal fusion would be applicable to
the modelled population. Therefore, we applied the algo
rithm to the mean SRS-22r outcome scores at 24 months
prior to index surgery from Aghdasi et al to generate pre
operative utility.43
Since the latest reports from NCT02897453 and the
majority of reports from Aghdasi et al were recorded at
<8 years after index surgery, we assumed that the post
operative utilities derived from these sources would persist
across the 15-year base case time-horizon of the
model.39,43 However, scenario analyses were performed
in which time-dependent postoperative utilities were
applied, based on variation in the mean SRS-22r scores
across the two postoperative timepoints in Aghdasi et al.43

Costs and Resource Use Inputs
The CUA was conducted from the perspective of the US
IDS, and as described above, costs due to follow-up and
monitoring, and the treatment of complications (other than
those necessitating revisions), were not considered. Costs
were included for VBT and spinal fusion index and revi
sion procedures.
Medicare payments were used as a proxy for provider
costs, as per the cost analysis by Luhmann et al.42 The cost
of an index spinal fusion procedure was calculated as the
sum of hospital inpatient facility costs and physician pro
fessional fees associated with the procedure. Hospital
inpatient facility costs were based on Medicare diagnosisrelated group (DRG) data, and physician fees on current
procedural terminology (CPT) data.53,54 The calculations
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used to derive the total cost of the index spinal fusion
procedure are detailed in Supplementary Table 1.
Due to a lack of available data, revision of spinal
fusion was assumed to have the same cost as the index
procedure. In practice, some revision spinal fusion proce
dures may have lower costs if constructs are not replaced.
A scenario analysis was performed in which revision
spinal fusion procedure costs were reduced to address
this possibility.
The cost of an index VBT procedure was calculated
based on the assumption that the non-device costs of the
index VBT procedure are equal to the non-device costs of
the index spinal fusion procedure. The calculations used to
derive the cost of the index VBT procedure are detailed in
Supplementary Table 3.
Since the inpatient DRG payments for an index spinal
fusion procedure are bundled to include the spinal fusion
device cost, the non-device costs for the spinal fusion pro
cedure were calculated by subtracting an estimated spinal
fusion device cost from the index fusion procedure cost. The
estimate of $17,200 was based on an independent survey of
spinal surgeons in the US and is in line with existing fusion
costing studies.44–47 The VBT device cost was calculated
based on unit costs for VBT device components and mean
component usage recorded across NCT02897453 and
Hoernschemeyer et al.35,39 Unit costs for VBT device com
ponents were based on list prices given by the manufacturer
of a first-generation VBT device.
The cost of revision of VBT was calculated based on
the following assumptions: non-device costs are identical
to the index procedure; new VBT cords are required in
50% of revisions, and 2 additional levels are operated on
in 50% of revisions. This resulted in a reduced cost rela
tive to the VBT index procedure. These assumptions were
made based on NCT02897453 and the Hoernschemeyer
et al study, in which roughly half of VBT revision proce
dures required only a cord cut and no additional implant
costs.35,39

Sensitivity Analyses
A probabilistic and a deterministic sensitivity analysis
(PSA and DSA, respectively) were conducted to test the
robustness of the model results. For the DSA, inputs were
varied by the standard deviation when available. Standard
deviation was chosen to reflect a suitable degree of varia
tion in these inputs; standard error was judged to result in
too little variation to demonstrate the sensitivity of the
results to the inputs. In the absence of data on standard
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deviation for inputs, inputs were varied by ±20%. The
standard deviation for all utility weightings was set at
7% of the mean, based on the standard deviation calcu
lated for the postoperative VBT utility.43 VBT-to-revision
and VBT-to-fusion transition probabilities that could not
be varied in the DSA (as they formed sets of co-dependent
probabilities) were varied manually. Standard distributions
for health economic methodology were used in the PSA,
and 1000 simulations were run.55

reflect the fact that some fusion revision procedures may
have reduced costs if constructs are not replaced. Finally,
a set of scenarios were performed in which the VBT revision
rates were changed. Quarterly VBT revision rates were var
ied to produce cumulative 2-year VBT revision probabilities
of 10%, 20%, and 40% per patient. The upper limit of these
probabilities, 40%, was based on a retrospective study from
Newton et al where 7 of 17 patients underwent revisions over
a mean follow-up of 2.5 years (range: 2–4 years).56

Scenario Analyses

Results
Base Case Analyses

Scenario analyses were performed to investigate the
impact of alternative assumptions and input values. The
results of the DSA were used to inform the selection of
scenario analyses, with priority given to those inputs and
assumptions to which the model results were most sensi
tive. These included the postoperative utility weightings
and index procedure costs.
The preoperative utility weightings and revision proce
dure costs were shown to have little impact on results when
varied in the DSA. Also, data were not available to support
alternative assumptions or inputs for these parameters.
Therefore, scenario analyses were not performed focusing
on these parameters. Since the preferences of healthcare
providers and payers for more immediate returns on invest
ment may vary, both the time horizon and discounting rates
(benefits and costs) were varied in scenario analyses. The
time horizon was varied to 5, 10, and 20 years, and dis
counting rates were varied to 0 and 5%. Two scenario
analyses were performed investigating alternative assump
tions for utility weightings, where data were available to
support alternative assumptions and inputs. Firstly, an alter
native SRS-22r to EQ-5D mapping algorithm with a similar
goodness of fit, “Model 1” from Wong et al, was utilized to
calculate the utility inputs.51 Secondly, the mean SRS-22r
outcome scores over the range >60 months after index
surgery from Aghdasi et al were used to calculate
a postoperative spinal fusion utility that was applied after
5 years in the model, rather than applying a utility based on
the weighted average of scores at 24 months and >60
months throughout the model time-horizon.43
A costing scenario was performed in which non-device
costs for VBT procedures were assumed to be 80% of nondevice costs for spinal fusion procedures, as opposed to
100%. This scenario was performed because VBT proce
dures may have lower non-device costs than spinal fusion
procedures. An additional costing scenario was performed in
which revision of spinal fusion costs was reduced by 50% to
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In the base case analysis, over the 15-year time horizon,
VBT was associated with an estimated 11.30 total dis
counted QALYs as compared with 10.76 for spinal fusion,
an incremental gain of 0.54 (Table 2). The total discounted
costs were estimated to be $96,897 for VBT whereas the
total costs considered for spinal fusion were estimated to
be $51,351, a difference of $45,546. The resulting incre
mental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER) for VBT versus
spinal fusion was $84,391. At a WTP threshold of
$100,000 per QALY gained, the higher costs associated
with VBT were offset by the higher QALYs gained, yield
ing a net monetary benefit (NMB) of $8424.

Sensitivity Analyses
A scatterplot of 1000 probabilistic simulations is presented
in Figure 3, revealing a low level of variability in the results.
At a WTP threshold of $100,000 per QALY gained, VBT
was cost-effective in 66.4% of simulations (Figure 4). The
mean probabilistic results were similar to the base case
results, with incremental costs and QALYs of $45,700 and
0.54, respectively, resulting in an incremental cost per QALY
gained of $84,676 for VBT as compared with spinal fusion.
Table 2 Cost-Effectiveness in the Base Case Analysis

Total costs ($)
Total QALYs
Incremental costs ($)
Incremental QALYs
ICER versus fusion ($/QALY gained)
NMBa

VBT

Spinal Fusion

$96,897

$51,351

11.30

10.76

$45,546

–

0.54

–

$84,391

–

$8424

–

a

Note: NMB calculated at a willingness-to-pay threshold of $100,000.
Abbreviations: ICER, incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; NMB, net monetary
benefit; QALYs, quality-adjusted life years; VBT, anterior vertebral body tethering.
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Figure 3 PSA Scatterplot of 1000 simulations on an incremental cost-effectiveness plane. Dashed line indicates WTP threshold used in this analysis, corresponding to the
lower end of the range recommended by the WHO-CHOICE guidelines.49,50
Abbreviations: PSA, probabilistic sensitivity analysis; QALYs, quality-adjusted life years; VBT, anterior vertebral body tethering; WHO, World Health Organization; WTP,
willingness-to-pay.

The DSA indicated that cost-effectiveness results were
most sensitive to variation in the postoperative utility
weightings (Figure 5), followed by index procedure costs
for VBT and spinal fusion. A threshold analysis found that
a minimum VBT postoperative utility of 0.918 (base case
value 0.925) was required for an ICER below $100,000
(provided the base case fusion postoperative utility of
0.877 is used), equating to a difference of 0.041 between
the postoperative VBT and fusion utility weightings. The
results were less sensitive to variations in the transition
probabilities, including revision probabilities, the preo
perative utility weightings, and the cost of revision proce
dures. Manual variations in the VBT revision probability
and spinal fusion probabilities for patients in the VBT
group were found to have little effect on model results.
Varying the VBT revision probability by ±20%, while
keeping the spinal fusion probabilities constant, produced
ICERs of $89,801 and $79,032, respectively. Varying the
aforementioned spinal fusion probabilities by ±20%, while
keeping VBT revision probabilities constant, produced
ICERs of $86,667 and $82,124, respectively.

ClinicoEconomics and Outcomes Research 2021:13

Scenario Analyses
The results of scenario analyses that were performed are
presented in Figure 6. Varying the 15-year time horizon
over which costs and QALYs were accrued had a large effect
on the ICER. Time horizons of 5 years, 10 years, and 20
years produced ICERs of $181,051, $107,760 and $73,045,
respectively. VBT becomes cost-effective as compared with
spinal fusion within the 12th year after index procedure. The
dependency of the ICER on the length of time horizon is
presented in Figure 7; extending the time horizon was shown
to lower the ICER. Varying the discounting rates for costs
and benefits from 3% to 0% was favorable for VBT, while
increasing these rates to 5% had the opposite effect, produ
cing ICERs of $73,528 and $92,131, respectively. Using the
alternative SRS-22r to EQ-5D mapping algorithm from
Wong et al produced an ICER of $70,523.51 Applying
5-year postoperative spinal fusion utility after the 5-year
time point produced an ICER of $116,680. The costing
scenario in which non-device costs for VBT procedures
were set equal to 80% of non-device costs for spinal fusion
procedures produced an ICER of $70,037. The costing
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Figure 4 Cost-effectiveness acceptability curve. Dashed line indicates WTP threshold used in this analysis, corresponding to the lower end of the range recommended by
the WHO-CHOICE guidelines.49,50
Abbreviations: VBT, anterior vertebral body tethering; WHO, World Health Organization; WTP, willingness-to-pay.

scenario in which fusion revision procedure costs were
reduced by 50% produced an ICER of $89,236. The scenar
ios in which the quarterly VBT revision rates were varied to
produce cumulative 2-year VBT revision probabilities of
10%, 20%, and 40% produced ICERs of $103,366,
$157,745 and $310,388, respectively. A threshold analysis
was performed indicating that a cumulative 2-year VBT
revision probability of 9.3% or below was required to pro
duce an ICER below $100,000, exceeding the base case
value of 6.02%.

Discussion
The results of this analysis suggest that, from the perspec
tive of the US IDS, VBT may be a cost-effective treatment
compared with fusion for pediatric patients with IS. The
deterministic and probabilistic ICERs of $84,391 and
$84,676 per QALY gained, respectively, are below the
recommended US WTP threshold of $100,000.57 At this
WTP threshold, VBT was cost-effective in 66.4% of prob
abilistic iterations, suggesting that the results are robust
with respect to combined parameter uncertainty, although
the limitations associated with studies reporting clinical
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outcomes for the VBT procedure should be considered in
the interpretation of these findings.
At the time of these analyses, studies reporting clinical
outcomes for the VBT procedure include relatively small
patient numbers,34–38 with a small subset of those who
reported key patient-reported outcomes34,35 needed for a costeffectiveness analysis as compared to the extensive reporting
of studies describing spinal fusion for pediatric patients with
IS spanning decades and large sample sizes.7,43 Also, studies
reporting clinical outcomes for the VBT procedure provide
a maximum length of follow-up of 7 years, whereas the base
case time horizon for the CUA was 15 years.
The mean postoperative utility weightings following
VBT and spinal fusion are the key sources of uncertainty
in the cost-effectiveness results. Clinical plausibility for
the differences in postoperative utility weightings includes
the difference in mechanism of action between the two
surgical interventions, with spinal fusion inherently limit
ing mobility and VBT’s tethering mechanism relying on
(and therefore not hindering) continued growth and range
of motion. VBT has the potential to increase mobility and
range of motion as compared to spinal fusion,14 which
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Figure 5 One-way sensitivity analysis. Sensitivity of NMB (based on a WTP threshold of $100,000/QALY) to changes in top 10 model parameters; lowering the parameter
indicated in blue, increasing the parameter indicated in purple. Postoperative (Index Fusion) to Revision 1 (Fusion) is the probability of revision without prior spinal fusion in
the last three months; Index (Fusion) to Revision 1 (Fusion) is the probability of revision with prior spinal fusion in the last three months. Please note that the VBT revision
probabilities were not varied in the DSA, as they could not be varied in isolation of other independent parameters; these probabilities were instead varied manually, and the
results are reported in the sensitivity analyses section.
Abbreviations: NMB, net monetary benefit; DSA, deterministic sensitivity analysis; QALYs, quality-adjusted life years; VBT, anterior vertebral body tethering; WTP,
willingness-to-pay.

may result in improved HRQoL in the long term, under
pinning the differences in postoperative utility weightings.
The VBT revision rate scenarios produced ICERs that
were considerably larger than the base case ICER. However,
these scenarios modeled much higher VBT revision rates
compared with those observed from the 88 patients included
across NCT02897453 and Hoernschemeyer et al.35,39 The
retrospective study from Newton et al which informed these
scenarios involved a much smaller sample size (17 versus
88), and thus the revision rate observed in this study is
subject to greater uncertainty.56 Insufficient data were avail
able from this study to pool alongside NCT02897453 and
Hoernschemeyer et al.
This analysis differs in several ways from previous
analyses of surgical correction for IS. Most notably, to
the best of our knowledge no previous cost-effectiveness
analyses have been published for VBT. Additionally, there
exist very few cost-effectiveness analyses for surgical
treatment of IS across the literature; previous analyses of
surgical interventions are generally limited to costing
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analyses and do not consider differences in utility, and
thus there is a lack of precedence for what constitutes
appropriate methodology for cost-effectiveness analysis
in this setting.41,42,58,59
Finally, our analysis evaluated costs and benefits over
a 15-year time horizon in the base case, whereas other
recent cost analyses for pediatric scoliosis report on 6-year
time horizons,41,42 or shorter.58,59 A longer time horizon
was appropriate for the present study because although the
majority of costs of surgical interventions in IS are likely
to be accrued in a short period following the index surgery,
clinical benefits, such as range of motion and return to
normal activities, may plausibly be much longer lasting.
Also, the time horizon was selected to align with the
consensus-based recommendations from the US panel on
Cost-effectiveness in Health and Medicine.57,60

Strengths
This was the first CUA conducted for VBT. Where
assumptions were required, consideration was given to
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Figure 6 Scenario analysis ICERS. Dashed line indicates WTP threshold used in this analysis, corresponding to the lower end of the range recommended by the WHOCHOICE guidelines.49,50
Abbreviations: EQ-5D, EuroQol 5-Dimension; ICERs, incremental cost-effectiveness ratios; QALYs, quality-adjusted life years; SRS-22r, Scoliosis Research Society
Outcomes 22-Item Questionnaire; VBT, anterior vertebral body tethering; WHO, World Health Organization; WTP, willingness-to-pay.

their clinical plausibility based on our clinical experience
in the US, and conservative assumptions were made where
necessary. For example, our results suggest that VBT may
be cost-effective as compared to spinal fusion even though
the WTP threshold chosen represents the conservative
lower range of recommended thresholds, as per ICER
and WHO guidelines.49,50
Uncertainty in the model was explored through DSA
and PSA. Additionally, the impacts of key assumptions
and inputs to which the model was particularly sensitive
were tested with scenario analyses. Scenario analyses in
general revealed a low amount of variability. Although the
results were very sensitive to the length of time horizon
selected, this was expected as VBT has larger upfront
costs and a long-term utility benefit compared to spinal
fusion.

Limitations
This CUA would benefit from further research into post
operative utilities, particularly VBT postoperative utility, as
there were uncertainties in their estimation, and they were
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shown to have a large impact on model results when varied
in the DSA. Uncertainties derive from the small sample size
of NCT02897453 (N=57) that was used to determine the
VBT postoperative utility. Additional uncertainties arise
from differences between the patient populations used to
derive the spinal fusion and VBT postoperative utilities.39,43
While fusion represents the current standard of care in
the US for pediatric patients aged >10 years of age who
have failed non-operative management, fusion is not lim
ited to skeletally immature patients and is therefore used in
a broader patient population than VBT. As this is the first
CUA for VBT and no head-to-head prospective studies
have been conducted for VBT versus fusion, data for the
target patient population are limited. Thus, the inputs for
VBT and fusion used in this model are derived from
populations that differ in several respects. For example,
the mean age at the time of surgery for patients in
NCT02897453 was 12.4 years, and the mean age at the
time of surgery for patients undergoing spinal fusion in the
Aghdasi et al cohort was 14.6 years. It is unclear whether
these populations can be considered fully comparable. No
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Figure 7 ICER versus time horizon. Vertical dashed line indicates the 15-year time horizon used in the base case; horizontal dashed line indicates WTP threshold used in
this analysis, corresponding to the lower end of the range recommended by the WHO-CHOICE guidelines49,50
Abbreviations: ICER, incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; QALYs, quality-adjusted life years; WHO, World Health Organization; WTP, willingness-to-pay.

adjustments were made to account for factors such as age
difference between the cohorts or curve magnitude, which
is typically greater in cohorts undergoing spinal fusion. It
is worth noting that utilities, as measured by SRS-22r,
have been reported to reduce as children progress through
adolescence.61 The patient population was defined as per
current US FDA indications based on Sanders stage and
Cobb angle, which were not reported for the published
populations used to derive revision rate and utility
inputs.40,43 We were therefore not able to confirm
a Sanders stage or Cobb angle match between our patient
population and the populations used to derive these model
inputs. Despite these limitations, we feel we have used the
most appropriate inputs available to derive a plausible
estimate and hope that our model serves as a framework
for future work once more data become available.
On the other hand, revision rates of spinal fusion are
higher in skeletally immature patients, and we reported
fusion revision rates based on patients who were older
than those undergoing VBT. Thus, revision rates for spinal
fusion may be under-estimated by this model. Additionally,
the current model uses a 2-year cumulative revision rate for
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VBT of 6.02%; however, there is a wide range of published
tethering revision rates from 0–40%.35,36,56 The uncertainty
in VBT revision rates may be due to small sample sizes of
existing studies, follow-up timeframe variation or variabil
ity in surgeon experience; further investigation is warranted.
In our experience, the efficacy of VBT procedures may
differ between thoracic/lumbar tethering, so differences in
patient populations in this respect could result in differing
postoperative utility independent of the intervention
received, although there are limited data available to con
firm. Similarly, we considered postoperative care to be
equivalent between VBT and fusion as there are limited
data evaluating any differences between the two proce
dures. Any reduction in VBT procedural costs over time
would result in improvements in the cost-effectiveness
estimates. Additionally, the aggregate data used to inform
the model comprised all Lenke curve types, and VBT may
only be appropriate for select flexible curve types such as
Lenke 1 and 5 patterns.
The scenario analyses presented here highlight the
need for longer-term VBT postoperative utility data.
SRS-22r scores reported >60 months after index surgery
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in Aghdasi et al had improved relative to those reported at
24 months. Therefore, the scenario analysis where
a postoperative spinal fusion utility derived from the out
come scores >60 months after index surgery was applied
after 5 years in the model produced an ICER over the
$100,000 WTP threshold.43 Utility data at time points >60
months were available for VBT patients in NCT02897453,
however were not considered given the comparatively low
number of patients being followed up beyond this time
point, which would likely introduce further uncertainty
around postoperative utilities.
In addition to the above, some assumptions were made
in the face of uncertainty and could not be explored in
scenario analyses, as there were not the data to suggest
plausible alternative scenarios. These assumptions
included that patients treated with VBT and subsequent
fusion could be treated identically to patients treated with
fusion alone, that a patient could undergo a maximum of
two fusion revisions, and that revision rates were indepen
dent of the number of prior revisions. It is uncertain how
well these assumptions reflect real-world practice due to
a lack of available data. However, the first two assump
tions were unlikely to have had a large effect because only
a small proportion of patients received both index VBT
and index fusion procedures or reached the Ineligible
(Fusion) absorbing health state, due to the low probabil
ities involved. In the VBT group, 6% of patient time was
spent in fusion health states, and the percentage of total
patient time spent in the Ineligible (Fusion) state was less
than 0.1% in either treatment group. The third assumption
is unlikely to have a large effect due to the low impact that
variations in revision probabilities had on model results (as
demonstrated in the DSA).

Conclusion
This is the first cost-effectiveness analysis comparing VBT
with spinal fusion in pediatric patients with IS. The results
of the analysis suggest that VBT may be considered costeffective compared with spinal fusion from the US IDS
perspective if a decision-maker is willing to pay at least
$84,391 per QALY gained, as VBT provides additional
health gains, which represent efficient resource use despite
higher initial costs. On threshold analysis of revision sur
gery rates, VBT remained cost-effective up to a 2-year
cumulative revision probability of 9.3%. With base case
assumptions, VBT became cost-effective in the 12th year
after index surgery, with a cumulative 2-year revision rate
of 6.02% for VBT and 3.2% for spinal fusion. Further
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analyses with larger VBT sample sizes, longer-term VBT
data, and head-to-head studies are warranted to help
address remaining uncertainties and inform decisionmaking for the most appropriate treatment for pediatric
patients.
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